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INTRODUCTION a repayment schedule for loans. Farm managers
can use this information to make recommenda-

Five ranch situations are described which cover tions to farm owners and potential investors
a large segment of the Florida Cattle industry, might use this information as a planning guide.
Each of these systems is a cow-calf operation No particular ranch with similar resources can
and is based on a 1,000-cow herd with all of the be expected to have the same returns as estimated
replacements being raised on the ranch. These in this study. Management practices, deprecia-
five situations range from a very intensive 1,200 tion schedules, cattle prices or the physical char-
acre operation on highly improved, irrigated acteristics (soil types, waste land, etc.) of the
clover pasture to an extensive ranch utilizing ranch would vary from those used in this report.
15,000 acres of native flatwoods range. Between
these two extremes are three situations: (1)
1,500 acres of improved pasture of which 500 OJE V
acres are irrigated, (2) 2,000 acres of an all im- The objectives of this report are to estimate
proved grass pasture and (3) 5,000 acres, com- the capital requirements of each situation, show
bining 1,000 acres of improved pasture with 4,000 the physical inputs and outputs, describe the
acres of native range. practices necessary to accomplish the production

levels of each operation and to estimate returns
FOREWORD to the different factors of production. The pur-

pose is to present data which can be used for
This publication delineates five ranch situations planning future changes in ranch organization.

in Florida varying from an all native range
operation to a ranch composed of completely im-
proved irrigated pasture. The situations de- PR DU
scribed here do not represent "average" or "typi- Data were collected by interviews with Experi-
cal" ranches and do not describe any particular ment Station personnel, County Extension Agents
operation. Instead, they outline estimates of involved in livestock work, members of the Soil
costs and returns which should be attainable with Conservation Service, commercial vendors and
careful selection of land and cattle in combination several of the more progressive cattlemen. All
with top management practices. In actual prac- of these sources were used in developing the in-
tice, less than 5 percent of existing Florida formation included in this report. The 1,000-cow
ranches are thought to currently attain these herd size was based on the results of an earlier
output levels. survey, which indicated that most commercial

This study estimates the relative profitability cattlemen had a herd size of 500-2,000 head.2
of selected ranch organizations. It can be used No consideration has been made for waste land
to help answer questions such as: (1) Should I in any of the ranch situations. This could vary
go into the ranching business? (2) Should I from none to 30 percent and yields would have to
improve some or all of my pasture? or (3) What be adjusted accordingly. The land can be seepage
should I expect as a result of clearing pasture irrigated due to the presence of either a hardpan
or developing an irrigation system? or organic stain which permits a perched water

This information can be useful to individuals table to be maintained. 3 Irrigation data would be
both in and out of the cattle business. The active
cattleman can use the information to make de-
cisions on alternative methods of production by 2H. D. Brodnax, Jr. and B. R. Eddleman, Agricultural

selecting practices he may wish to consider and Economics Research Report EC 69-9, Economic and Op-
erational Characteristics of Beef Cattle Ranches in West

adjusting the data to fit his situation. A lending Central Florida, April 1969.
firm might use the information for determining 'F. B. Smith, et. al., Principal Soil Areas of Florida, A

Supplement to the General Soil Map, Bulletin 717, Uni-amounts of capital needed to operate a ranch and versity of Florida, August 1967.
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